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Virginians Need to Take a Bold
Look at Their Governance
By Jim Oliver

"1 veryone acknowledges that we live
within an intricate web of interdepenJ dencies. Yet in Virginia one of our fun
damental problems is that we are surrounded
with public policies that support localism and
notions of self-sufficiency. As City Manager
of Norfolk, or Administrator of James City

or even "agents of the state." It was instead a
sense of aloneness, worry about "incoming
scuds" from the State Capitol. At the same
time, I often found myself just trying to
focus on helping my city survive as opposed
to thinking out better choices.
It is clear that our current ways of gov

County, I often thought the state was insen
sitive to local government, or worse. Whether

erning at the state and local levels, and our
current level of citizen involvement are no

through action or inaction, words or silence,
it felt like local government was facing com

longer giving us the kind of governance needed
to deal with the pace of change. This
Newsletter will attempt to reflect on those

plicated problems alone, unless, of course, it
was time for a new rule or mandate. The
result was not a sense that we were partners,

Jim Oliver

experiences and offer a framework for form
ing and building solutions for the 21st century.
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The Larger View
For fragmentation is now very widespread, not only
throughout society, but also in each individual; and
this is leading to a kind of general confusion of the
mind...so seriously as to prevent us from being able
to solve most of them...[problems].
David Bohm

'We Virginians
lack a shared
vision.

Davidimplications
Bohm, aof British
says over
the
the new physicist,
sciences, which
throw three hundred years of Newtonian thinking,
are confounding people. Matter is no longer
thought to exist independently. Today scientists
talk about connections and webs of relationships
as the fundamental characteristics.
Such is the extent of change—change so mas
sive that the ground has shifted for the rational,
objective realms, not to mention the human sci
ences. Is it any wonder that governments which
have relied so heavily on the sciences are impacted?
Virginia government at all levels has come
under increasing stress as the result of the global
economy, rapid technological changes, and massive
social and political shifts. Many of the trends are
bigger than our national boundaries and thus defy
traditional governmental or societal control by
Americans. Other issues challenge state boundaries
and authors write about the "re-emergence of
city-states." Still, other issues affect neighborhoods
and communities. All issues are affecting people.
Change is the new norm. Theories of order
within chaos are advanced. And while there is con
fusion, for sure, one general theme spans science,
political and management theory, and understand
ings about families and individuals: connections to
various systems. While old mindsets have a tight
grip, self-sufficiency is a bankrupt concept.
State-LocaJ Governinenl Interdependency
We Virginians lack a shared vision for the state and
for the purposes and responsibilities of the various
levels of governments. We operate with policies and
structures of government, including how these
governments are financed, that are confusing,
uncoordinated and often ineffective. Because of the
independent city system our local governments are
established in isolation and often produce policies
and programs that don't consider realities beyond
their boundaries. But consider how many issues
today cross boundary lines: crime, traffic, educa
tion, poverty and so forth.
The state might be described as the senior
partner in the state-local-regional relationship.
States have sovereign jurisdiction over how they
wish to organize local governments as long as fed
eral constitutional rights are protected. In Virginia

the state establishes a dominant position through
the Dillon Bule. The "Dillon Rule" is the philoso
phy, derived from case law, that says a local govern
ment cannot act in a particular matter unless the
state has explicitly given it power to do so.
Fundamentally, the Dillon Rule expresses dis
trust of local governments. It sets the state govern
ment in a command and control position. In a rap
idly changing world with so many unique variations
in each city, how could any government come up with
a rule to cover every situation? Because it impedes
action, the Dillon Rule enshrines the status quo.
In his book Death of Commonsense: How Law
is Suffocating America, Philip Howard wrote: "We
seem to have achieved the worst of both worlds: a
system of regulation that goes too far while it also
does too little."
The price of distrust is high. Government is
slower, more costly, less efficient.
"The information age is about soccer, not
football. In other words, it's about letting the
players on the field make decisions on the fly—not
giving that power to some coach on the sidelines."
These are words from Virginias Secretary of Tech
nology, Donald Upson, when he was describing the
state's new policy for internet commerce.
With local government, Virginia's sport is
football.
Prior to becoming governor, Del. Gerald
Baliles addressed the Virginia Municipal League in
1980: "We live with the terms city and county, yet I
submit that we do so without comprehending that
time and events have blurred the definitions that
city and county once had...Yet, in many sections of
the Code and in our funding formulas, we speak
of—and rely upon without distinction—the terms
city and county."
The current classification is more than con
fusing. One cannot tell the difference in Virginia
between cities, counties or towns by standard cri
teria: population, square miles, levels of service or
density. There are towns with larger popula
tions than cities (Blacksburg compared with
Williamsburg or Poquoson); cities with more square
miles than counties (Virginia Beach, Chesapeake
and Suffolk compared with York or James City
Counties as examples); counties with higher levels
of service than many cities (Fairfax and Arlington
Counties); and counties that are more dense than
some cities or towns (again Arlington and Fairfax).
Local Government: Internal Governance.
While the state plays a strong role in the conditions
that affect local government, there are parts of gov
ernance that rest squarely with city, county and
town officials. As social, economic, political and
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technological trends have created new contexts, the
roles, responsibilities and values of the various
actors have changed.
For instance, the city, county and town
manager's role has evolved substantially. As prod
ucts of the reform movement of the early 1900s,
managers were seen as concerned primarily with
efficiency. The emphasis was on scientific or
rational thinking and there was even the ideal that
if one worked hard enough, analyzed hard enough
and sought appropriate disciplines hard enough,
one could find the one, right answer. Policy was
left to elected officials.
Today managers are expected to know as
much about the community values of equity, rep
resentation, due process and individual rights as
they do about efficiency.
According to John Nalbandian, professor of
public administration at Kansas University and
former mayor of Lawrence, community building,
or capacity building, has become a basic responsi
bility for professionals. Managers are expected to
help make democracy work by assisting participa
tion and representation in communities and by
creating partnerships. Their internal role today is
concerned more with process, and there is less
adherence to any one "form" of government as best.
Nalbandian writes:
"The responsibility of the city manager is to
empower the governing body and citizens by help
ing to develop and use the tools of engagement...
framing issues and processes to deal with diverse
interests, to focus on interests rather than posi
tions when problem-solving, and to develop col
laborative partnerships in policymaking and
service delivery."
Other public employees have also learned
new skills and attitudes as part of the"re-invention"
of government. Renamed "human capital," employ
ees are seen as key to improved productivity and
excellent service.
Elected officials were in the forefront of
re-defining citizens as customers and emphasiz
ing improved service. It was elected officials at their
best, insisting on clear values as moral leaders, and
helping to overcome the resistance, at times, of
employees happy with previous values.
Less addressed has been the operation of city
councils, town councils and boards of supervisors
themselves. Today we elect people for very indi
vidual characteristics, often unaided by any party
mechanism, and there is a misfit between what it
takes to get elected and what it takes to govern.
The search for learning for governing bodies
in Virginia in a structured format is new and not
broadly accepted. More difficult is how to help

elected officials learn the role for which they were
elected. Jack Edwards, chairman of the James City
County Board of Supervisors, has spoken often at
The Newly Elected Officials Conference. He has a
nice way of addressing the situation. "How you
make a decision is often more important that the
decision itself".
Vera Vogelsang-Coombs, director of Leader
ship Development at Cleveland State University,
advocates "governance education" for city councils:
an on-the-job, adult-learning framework that uses
the political context to stimulate effective group
action. The framework gives council members a
safe way to shape actual policies for real situations
by combining emotional and rational thinking. The
goal is to develop decision patterns that support
competent group action.
My experience in learning teams has been
that better, more creative possibilities come forth
when people of wide difference feel safe enough to
employ their moral imaginations. The assets of dif
ferent historical perspectives and talents that
reside in elected officials are often left untapped
because of consistent forms of avoidance behav
ior that is often called "groupthink" in social sci
ence literature.

Collaboration: Crossing the
Boundaries of Governments
In have
the past
been
30made
years,on
many
how thoughtful
to reshapesuggestions
the state's
system of government.
In 1967, the Report of the Metropolitan
Areas Study Commission (Hahn Commission) said:
"the concept of local government based upon
self-contained and self sustaining geographic area
is impossible (today)." The 1984 Report of the Com
mission on Virginia's Future: "Towards a New
Dominion: Choices for Virginians" (Spong Commis
sion) called for no less than a complete redrawing
of local boundaries, elimination of the independent
city system and significant alterations to the struc
ture of local government. There were also the
Hopkins (1973-76) and Grayson Commissions
(1986-90). Though many of these commissions
made major recommendations, state actions to rec
ognize the changing geographical scale or crosscutting nature of problems have been modest, at
best, characterized by incrementalism, accommo
dation and parsimony.
The result for the larger picture is that Vir
ginia has accumulated a collection of policies that
locks in problems to unnatural boundaries because
of the state's cultural bias to localism and consumer

"Redefining
citizens as
customers.."
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sovereignty. As one example, maintenance of the
independent city system, with no ability to expand
boundaries or incentives to do interlocal plans or
form districts, has yielded fragmented patterns of
land use and taxation. The traditional Virginia
determination to limit government has given great
weight to marketplace forces and its natural ten
dencies to reward self interests in competition with
the common good.
The work of David Rusk Cities Without Sub
urbs, Neil Peirce and Curtis Johnson Boundary
Crossers, and City-States, Richard Voith Business
Review, William H. Lucy and David L. Phillips The
Era of Suburban Decline: Strategic Planning for
Metropolitan Renewal document that the eco
nomic health of cities and suburbs are closely
linked. In the Southeast, regions with less dispar
ity in per capita income between central cities and
suburbs have tended to grow faster than regions
in Virginia with higher disparity.
James Babcock, a Virginia Beach banker,
recently gave the keynote address to the Virginia
Association of Planning District Commissions:
"The problem is very simple... if municipali
ties do not agree, there is an impasse rather than a
resolution, for there is no mechanism for resolv
ing the difference and moving on...State law per
mits municipalities to get together to do anything
they want to. The problem is that it doesn't deal
adequately with the result when they don't want to."
The need for changing the state-local frame
work is part of the challenge for Virginia.
So far, Virginia's regional mechanisms and
structures are mostly conceptual. There is a region
al planning district system that produces various
plans. But other than meeting some mandatory
federal requirements for transportation issues,
their other plans are advisory. As Babcock points
out, there is plenty of "permissive" legislation in
Virginia law to allow regional arrangements, authori
ties or mergers. But, with few exceptions, there are
no state incentives, positive or negative, to encour
age or require regionalism.
One of the promising exceptions is the Vir
ginia Regional Competitiveness Act, which features
policy that encourages regionalism and provides
money to accomplish the goal. The state fulfilled its
role as senior partner by providing tangible incen
tives to create associations that are dedicated to
regional efforts.
Originally it was thought that an annual state
appropriation of $200 million would be necessary
to create market forces to get partnerships, on a
voluntary basis, to address the substantive issues.
Annual appropriations for the planning phase have
averaged about $8 million, adequate to stimulate

the creation of regional "public-private partner
ships" in most of Virginia's 21 planning districts.
The makeup of public, private and academic
leaders on the governing boards of the various
regional partnerships statewide is impressive.
There is high hope that plans and actions will
occur now that a series of regional "places" are
established and conversations started.
The attitudes of state political leaders have
been positive and encouraging. The Competitive
ness Act was adopted with overwhelming support
and has been supported by the past two governors.
If Virginia has finally found elements of an
acceptable framework for regionalism, then somevery important steps have been taken.

Re-engaging the Citizens
/ know of no safe repository of the ultimate powers
of the society but the people themselves; and if we
think them not enlightened enough to exercise con
trol with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not
to take it from them, but to inform their discretion
by education.
Thomas Jefferson
different
age,Jefferson's
and makeconcept,
it work in
the new
Can awe
take Mr.
written
for
world? How do we apply democratic principles to
the concrete issues of governance? Do we have a
de facto theory of citizenship and can we fit that
theory into representative governance?
These are tough, but relevant, questions
which I approach first with my personal experience.
When reforming Norfolk's administration
(5,400 employees reduced to 3,500 without layoffs),
I once asked: "When are we going to re-invent citi
zenship now that we have re-invented the corpo
ration and government?" A local reporter wrote an
unfavorable column saying the new city manager
was trying to "shift responsibilities of government
to citizens."
I was convinced we needed to think differ
ently about citizenship. It had to be more than
paying taxes or jury duty. I was looking for prac
tical contributions. I was also relying on my in
stincts and lessons from the experience of trans
forming the city organization.
Though it had not been easy, city employees
had become collaborative problem solvers by de
veloping new capacities to listen, to respect differ
ences, to work with those who disagree, to be frank
about interests, and to be willing to negotiate and
compromise in order to advance larger public goals.
These principles were taken to the community.
We rediscovered forms of citizenship out
of necessity: rising crime, difficult social issues and
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lexis de Tocqueville talked about "hab
its of the heart" in the 1830s and gave
us the word "individualism." "Each
man is forever thrown back on himself alone and
there is danger that he may be shut up in the
solitude of his own heart." In 1972 Irving Janis
coined the term groupthink" as a term that
describes how decision-making bodies fail to
manage disagreement. The Bay of Pigs was his
classic example. Janis cited numerous "symp
toms": illusion of unanimity; assertion of moral
superiority; direct pressure on dissenters; stereo
types of out-groups; self-appointed mind guards;
self-censorship; and collective rationalization.

the effects of devolution and new, unfunded
mandates.
We adopted a philosophy that we called
"community-oriented government." In public
safety, we named the approach "Police Assisted
Community Enforcement (PACE)." We required a
social contract with each neighborhood and "sweat
equity." We also used a medical model that depicted
crime as a public health issue. City and community
agencies combined with citizens to shape holistic,
preventive strategies.
The broader public was asked to support a
3 cent real estate tax increase, dedicated solely to
PACE. The tax increase received strong backing and
was adopted unanimously by City Council.
Norfolk's version of "taking back the streets"
mobilized environmental teams as well as police
resources. Teams of code inspectors, often with citi
zen participation, looked for social, physical and
criminal risks. Intensive code "sweeps" were con
ducted annually in every neighborhood. The public's
positive demand for code enforcement has been so
strong that City Council has added resources beyond
staff recommendations several times.
The city's crime rate against persons was
reduced 45 percent and against property 39 percent
between 1990 and 1998.
More importantly, we re-learned that when
citizens are included and treated with respect they
can help fashion solutions that are better as part
nership than as bureaucracy. Dr. Martin Luther
KingJr. said it this way: "In a neighborhood dispute
there may be stunts, rough words, and even hot
insults; but when a whole people speaks to its gov
ernment, the dialogue and the action must be on a
level reflecting the worth of that people and the
responsibility of that government."
Citizenship was moved from me to we. Pub
lic life was defined as the environment beyond the

Another form, the so-called 'Abilene Paradox,"
occurs when groups mismanage agreement.
Both forms arise when members favor "con
sensus seeking" over information processing.
Marvin Weisbord who says both individual
and group learning are essential in what he
calls "third wave" managing. He says we need
two perspectives: 1) unlearning deeply ingrain
ed, self-limiting assumptions about individu
alism, authority and responsibility; 2) looking
outward toward the wider social and economic
networks that shape mutual effort. Both rela
tionships and environment are needed to
make sense of goverance.

normal comfort zone of familiar and similar view
points and values. Mutual space was established for
exchange, discourse, and even disagreement. We
strove for constructive, creative action on common
problems as opposed to personal bonding or com
plete agreement.
Public life or citizenship that is disciplined
around such values can lift horizons toward the
longer range, the interconnections among differ
ent problems and issues, and the larger public good
that is discovered through common effort, but
cannot be assumed or declared before engagement.
Thus defined, we found public life still challenging
and difficult but with more possibilities for success.
The new forms of citizenship that we found
in Norfolk are also needed at the regional and state
level if Virginia is going to succeed in transforming
the economic forces of globalization, technology
and decentralization and cope with the impacts
these forces are having on our institutions and
people.

Developing a Strategy:
Beginning the Conversation
Success
ize governance
will depend
andupon
yet balance
our ability
earlier
to wisdom
modern
and previous understandings. We will benefit from
taking history seriously and yet see a hopeful,
expansive role for citizens. Ordinary people need
to be fully conscious and actively involved. We also
need a more positive view of government as part
ner. And we need for our efforts to occur within the
best traditions of representative democracy.
The respect for the integrity of different cul
tures and interests must be balanced with agree
ment to seek the public good. The process would
be bounded with three values: the political and eco
nomic aspirations of all people for equality and

When citizens
are treated with
respect they can
help fashion
solutions.
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opportunity for self improvement; the need to sup
port grassroots organizations; and protection or
"preferential option" for the poor.
The Civic Practices Network, a collaborative,
non-partisan movement that is dedicated to civic
renewal, produced the Civic Declaration in 1994:
"Call for a New Citizenship." Among the principles
suggested for the New Citizenship are:
• Transfer power away from central
bureaucracies, public and private, to
citizens and civic institutions.
• Make government act as a catalyst for
broader civic effort, providing tools to
citizens and communities to solve
their own problems and provide their
own services.
• Develop a larger role for the mediating
institutions of civil society—religious
congregations, community and voluntary
organizations—in addressing the tougher
social issues.
• Organize community programs to reflect
people's capacities and communal
strengths within frameworks of community
norms and standards, rather than organize
government programs around people's
deficiencies.
There are three key features to the New Citi
zenship: a commitment to building the capacities
of individuals and communities; an emphasis on
deliberative public talk; and a focus on practical

Democracy can elevate our spirit if we stay
consistent with its beliefs about people. This may
mean moderating much of our current political sys
tem, examining our institutional cultures and even
adjusting our personal lives when our behaviors vio
late what we say we believe. The dialogue should
inform the belief system we want to undergird our
governance.
Authentic democratic governance depends
on stewardship and partnership. Citizens are held
accountable for the outcomes of communities and
institutions. Concepts are translated into detailed
tasks. As citizens, we question the belief that
accountability and control are inseparable. If we do
not participate as full citizens we increase our
dependency, something we say we oppose. Let's
remind ourselves that care-taking has many forms
and that self-change is the hardest change.
In his book, Stewardship, Peter Block writes:
"Because it exercises accountability but cen
ters on service rather than control, stewardship is
a means to impact the degree of ownership and
responsibility each person feels for the success of
our organizations, our society, and our lives.
"Ownership and responsibility have to be felt
strongly at every level—from bottom to top—for
democracy to succeed, spiritual values to be lived
out, and customers to be served well. Stewardship
gives us the guidance system for navigating this
intersection of governance, spirituality, and the
marketplace."

problem solving.
It is important that people learn to deliber
ate and work together; it is equally important that

The Critical Issues

they reflect on what "deliberation" is and what it
means in practice; or what "public work" means and
the opportunities it offers to re-engage people in

If we
can capture
theI spirit
effective,
democratic
dialogue,
such as
haveoftried
to describe,
then
we will benefit from carefully identifying the key

public life. Effective civic development is based on
the belief that ordinary people can think creatively
and flexibly about large political ideas and their

1) If interdependence is essential to our economic,
social and political future, how do we address the

applications—people can be theorists of their own
lives. Some call this "Jeffersonian democracy" for
the information age.
In this model, public life rests upon retriev
ing and reinvigorating the best practices of delib
eration. This often means an array of public forums
in many different environments.
Democracy is personal. It involves personal
preparation, commitment, and constant renewal.
Ways of specifying the new citizenship should be
part of the discussion. We should not be afraid to
delineate expectations about the amount of time,
talent and education we expect Virginians to
apply in being citizens in the new world with its
demands on knowledge.

questions. Here are two examples:

independent city system?
Options include more strategies like the
Regional Competitiveness Act, or actually chang
ing the system (as suggested by the Hahn Commis
sion), or delegating more service issues upward to
the state, or finding regional structures that are
acceptable.
2) If global economic survival depends on knowl
edge at service delivery levels, the ability to respond
quickly and creatively, and pervasive cooperation
and collaboration, do we continue to tie the hands
of our localities with the Dillon Rule?
Options include re-inventing state govern
ment to be the primary government responder to
the global conditions, or creating new forms of
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structure, or attempting pilot efforts that risk
higher levels of trust, or privatizing more services.
There are clearly more options to be consid
ered for both of these questions.
It may be too bold to set a goal to eliminate
the inherent contradiction between central policy
and local policy, but perhaps there are initial strat
egies to lessen the tension between the two.
There are other important, timely questions
to help us define the values we want for citizenship
and governance in Virginia.
• What is the role of regionalism in
governance?
• Does the Dillon Rule help local govern
ments cut costs, improve quality, and
serve Virginians?
• What are the appropriate roles for city,
county or town councils?
• What are the appropriate roles for the
Governor and General Assembly?
• Can we define New Citizenship and its
criteria for Virginia?
Once we have established our strategic ques
tions, there is an overarching question: How can
we discuss and answer these questions in ways that
respect our institutions and yet obtain the "consent
of the governed"?
A friend of mine likes to say: "America is
about the Great Conversation and The Civic Reli
gion that honors life, liberty and the pursuit of hap
piness".
Can we consider a Great Conversation in Vir
ginia that is structured for good, honest exchange
and convenes people across boundaries? Could
state government partner with "mediating institu
tions of civil society," as suggested by New Citizen
ship, to design a series of town hall meetings to
consider these questions? Could the Great Conver
sation create strong enough messages and citizen
support, to empower state leadership to reform our
existing government structures and public policies?
Before I'm told it's too big an idea, let me note
that California is already two years into a three-year
project called the California Government Consen
sus Project. Oregon has engaged in its "conversa
tion with Oregon" using technology as a vehicle to
have electronic town meetings.
As Virginians, let us suggest that the agenda
for our Great Conversation would be along the lines
of this paper, considering governance at the state,
regional and local levels. What are our problems?
What explicit value system do we wish to incorpo
rate? And how do we get there from here?
Citizenship requires different roles in differ
ent times. For Virginians who have preceded us it
has involved participation in Committees of Cor

respondence, the courage to raise dissent; the duty
to serve in wars, at home and abroad; or to fight
smallpox or yellow fever; or to march with the poor
or disenfranchised; or to choose between building
railroads or an intricate canal system. Sometimes
the call has been sublime. At other times it has been
just necessary. These are special times and the
needs are uncommon.
Ultimately, it is our moral imaginations that
can give us the ideas to re-frame our assumptions
and attitudes. What is non-negotiable, if we have
integrity, is that our systems must support our val
ues. It is the incongruity between our democratic
values and what we actually do that needs major
adjustment.
Social critic Russell Kirk, in his essay "The Age
of Sentiments," spoke with guarded optimism:
"The restoration of true learning, human and
scientific; the reform of many public policies; the
renewal of our awareness of transcendent order, and
the presence of the Other; the brightening of the
corners where we find ourselves-such approaches
are open to those among the rising generation who
look for purpose in life."
Virginia will extend its civic culture and
democratic values if citizens meet, become a gath
ering force, and urge onto the political system a new
civility and seriousness. If diverse people gather, in
openness and trust, and stimulate the broadly held
creativity, knowledge and experience that resides
within each person, the social and political inven
tiveness and organizational answers that are
needed to face the 21st century will come forward
within our democratic institutions and be sup
ported "by the people themselves."
It's time for Virginia to begin talking and
accept again Mr. Jefferson's challenge to "inform
(our) discretion by education." ■
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